About creating the artworks for the Curtis Children’s Justice Center in Vancouver WA.
By Sue Clancy
I wrote a proposal and created 4 mockup (small
scale) examples of what I wanted to create. Once
these were approved by the committee I drew the 4
designs at full scale. In my left hand in this photo
you can see one of the approved mockups and me
working on the full scale drawing.

Once the drawings were finished I set about
dyeing (and using many other papermaking
techniques) to create a paper for each color and
pattern I would need in all 4 designs.

I created over 150 pieces of paper over the
course of this project. Some of the papers were
very large. Others were smaller. I’ve only
included two pictures of me doing a papermaking
technique so as to keep this document brief.

Each piece of paper as it was created had to dry.
Some papers have as many as 5 layers of
dye/pattern put on them. So my work was done in
carefully planned stages. Atmospheric conditions
also affected the speed of drying. Fans and hairdryers won’t help speed things because fans (etc.)
will blow dust into the dye and that’ll never come
out.
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Once all of the papers were dry I set about cutting, with an
Xacto knife each shape I would need for each element
within each artwork. Here is a photo of me cutting out the
shape of one of the vehicles from one piece of paper.
After cutting a number of small shapes I begin to assemble
the larger shape the small shapes make up. In the photos
below I am assembling the characters of a cat and a dog.

Once the small pieces are glued together to make up
the larger shape it is trimmed up and made sure to
match both the mock up and the to-scale
drawing/design – in the photo below I’m trimming
up one of the assembled “forest room” elements.

This process of working from smaller to larger pieces
of cut paper can go back and forth – in ascending and
descending scale - for quite a while until everything is
“just right”
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In this photo to the left I’m rolling flat some just glued smaller pieces
of paper together to make a larger element. Each “larger” element
then gets “fitted” and glued into its place in the even larger design.

In the photos above, to the left and below I am gluing the
“larger” elements into the correct spot in the even larger
design.

And yes, this was quite a dance – glue some, roll it flat,
wait until that dried, cut a bit, trim a bit, …glue some
more..roll it flat... wait….

Again I’m not including photos of all of the
various stages of building up layers of color and
detail so as to keep this document brief.
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Eventually all of the layers of
paper have been applied and
the thinnest smallest most
fragile pieces of paper have
been gently patted or “tamped”
down with a brush – like
what’s happening in this photo.

Sometimes there are small
details that just can’t be done
with cut paper: a sparkle in
an eye or a shiny cat whisker
– so I paint those on in the
conventional sense.

When the pieces were done
I showed them to the
Executive Director for
approval. Once they were
approved I began to varnish
the artworks giving them a
clear glossy protective
finish.

The techniques and methods I use help me create pieces that are durable in a children’s center, holding up well,
for example, if they are touched, or if a toy accidentally hits them. Housekeeping can also easily dust them
without harming the artwork.
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Here are images of the two pieces most recently finished and are soon to be installed. (the Forest Room
artworks have already been installed) Sharp eyes will notice that I have designed these pieces so that they can
“run together” on either the right or the left hand sides and “match up” however combined. I did this so that the
CJC would have multiple options for display both now and in the future.

Going Places, Getting There
(diptych)
By Sue Clancy
Hand dyed paper, handmade paste paper,
watercolor and acrylic on board
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